DIN RAIL CLIPS

Morningstar’s DIN Rail Clips provide a simple way to install our SunSaver family of solar charge controllers to DIN Rails in industrial enclosures. These rugged plastic clips have been custom made to match the mounting holes on the SunSaver controllers and to either snap on to the middle of the rail or to slide on from the end of the rail. The clips also provide a mechanism to allow easy removal of the controller from the DIN rail without removing the clips.

The DIN Rail Clips are compatible with the following Morningstar solar controllers:

- SunSaver™
- SunLight™
- SunSaver Duo™
- SunSaver MPPT™

Standard Features:

- Polypropylene clips
- Fits all 35 mm standard DIN rails
- Mounting screws: M3 x 5mm, black stainless steel
- Packed in boxes of 100 clips and 210 screws (10 spare screws) for mounting 50 controllers